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About the Artist

Rosalind Main is a Contemporary Artist based in Edinburgh & Glasgow. She graduated 
from Gray’s School of Art in 2016 before completing a Masters in Contemporary Art 
Practice at Edinburgh College of Art in 2020. She is an Activist for Body Inclusivity having 
co-founded the I Am More Than project in 2017 and has been working in the public 
domain since launch of the campaign and has appeared on national radio and television, 
publicly speaking and creating Artwork on the subject of body image and consumerism. 
Her work has explored consumerist cultures, social media, self image and the female form 
through installation work & photography. Using her camera and collaborating with other 
creatives in and around Scotland, Rosalind has delved into the ideals of beauty from the 
digital eye and has questioned what it means to really be in a location in a photograph. 
Having worked as a fashion model for 11 years, Rosalind is familiar with working in front 
of the camera and has been using her body in her work to portray her themes. In her 
latest Covid series ‘Dream Spaces’ Rosalind has examined the body disappearing within a 
photograph in contrast to other work which very much has the body in the centre. She 
uses distortion of body shapes  and double images to lose herself in each photograph 
within this series. Rosalind looks at how being a woman and being looked at can mean 
that disappearing is a form of expression. Recognisable female shapes versus jagged 
distortion of the human body in an unconventional way. 

Website : rosalindmain.com 
Instagram : @rosalindmainstudio @iam_more_than 

Twitter : @RosalindMain_
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LIVING SCULPTURES 
Shot as part of collaboration series with Daisy McConville, 
Kirsten, Lucy, Ziggy & Ellen 
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‘Women Constantly meet glances which act like mirrors reminding them of how 
they look or how they should look. Behind every glance there is judgement. 

Sometimes the glance they meet is there own, reflected back from a real mirror’ - 
John Berger, Ways of Seeing 
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Entering 2020 has altered my way of seeing as a Contemporary Artist . What I expected 
this year to be and how the reality of this year has in contrast is something I could never 
have prepared for. Through this inevitably difficult time I’ve examined objects and things 
around me much more carefully and have explored my own presence during the 
pandemic through the means of my own shadow, relationships with family and the power 
of transportation and memory within image taking me to places I am unable to during a 
global pandemic. Creativity can come from a time of crisis, and I believe that my ideas and 
means to make have strengthened during this time in a way that has touched into more 
intimate parts of my practice. Image above was taken outside my Studio at the University; 
being the closest I can get and the shadow creating another hand reaching back at me - 
similar to Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam; This image brought me hope, of inspiration 
and the conclusion that creating art comes from where the presence is. 
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Type to enter a caption.

Relationships And The Shadow  
Until we can touch again, my shadow will fill the 

void between me and you

Phase 1 of Lockdown, I can go around town with caution and I can see my mother, but from a safe distance.  
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‘Absence of the body; presence of its projection’ - Victor L Stoichita, A Short History of the Shadow
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YOU KNOW IM NOT REALLY THERE 
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    We have filters for everything these days don’t we? 
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Dream Spaces  
Exploring escapism through projection of image, 

nostalgia and the human form.
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  The Normalisation of the 
Instagram Dog Filter 
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‘Andy Warhol - the pragmatic, self-made, make - anything - art - and - yourself - famous - artist. Today, we 
are all Andy’s Children, especially in the age of instagram, which has trained everyone to think visually and 

to look at our regular lives as a folder for aesthetic output’ - Jerry Saltz 

We Are All Andy’s Children 
Exhibited at Edinburgh College of Art Sculpture Court 

February, 2020  
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Displayed in the style of the Instagram algorithm 
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Dream Spaces part 2. Shot in July 2020
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CURRENCY 



Sculpture Court Exhibition February 2020

DO YOU ‘LIKE’ WHAT YOU SEE?
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!! YOU ARE BEING WATCHED !!
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 Collaboration with Chloe Nicol (MUA) and 
Alex Mascolo 



Project Space Exhibition 
Displayed at Sculpture Court 

YOU ARE BEING WATCHED 
March 2020
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GET UP GET DRESSED PUT YOUR FACE ON SAME AGAIN TOMORROW 
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I Look And I See You 
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Mirrors are like photographs, they 
capture what we see and make us think 
about our image.


I’ve always looked like my mother 



Nostalgia 
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Dream Spaces Part 2 : Travelling 
without Leaving 
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Shadows Keeping me Company in the summer of 2020 

‘The body is as it were a vessel or a sort of shelter for the soul’ - A 
Short History of the Shadow, Victor I Stochita 
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It looks like I am but I am not
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Dream Spaces Part 3 : Losing self 
within a dream
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Type to enter a caption.
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Each Part of Dream Spaces allowed me to 
be transported through image and angles 
during a time of uncertainty and lockdown. 
Through the research of social media filters 
taking us to new destinations I have used 
projected images of family trips abroad and 
treasured moments to examine the idea of 
where the physical form is placed within 
these memories.


